Boost Email Engagement by
37% with reader preferences
Success story: LoveReading.co.uk Industry: eCommerce

Personalized content in emails often produces a better ROI, engagement and customer
satisfaction. However, is providing content that's only in-line with customer expectations
always best for the company’s bottom line? Today, you’ll learn how LoveReading boosted
their customer's email engagement by 37% by automating the personalization of their
newsletter with both reader preferences and business priorities.

About
LoveReading is a UK-based online bookstore,
where customers can subscribe to receive
a biweekly personalized newsletter with book
recommendations based on their category
preferences. The featured books are reviewed
by editorial experts and the LoveReading
community.

Industries
eCommerce
publishing
retail
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Problem
LoveReading wanted to automate the

which would lead to reduced response rates

personalization of their biweekly newsletters.

and result in possible deliverability issues.

They needed to account for a customer’s online
behavior and reading preferences from

They needed a balance between providing

32 different categories (e.g. History, Fiction,

customers content based on their preferences

Thriller, Suspense).

and maximizing revenue through the email
marketing channel. They knew that the tried

It also needed to consider book category

and trusted approach of personalized content in

priorities frequently set by the LoveReading

emails produces a better ROI, engagement and

team.

customer satisfaction, but wondered whether
providing content only in-line with customer

Priorities were weighted according to the

expectations is always best for the company’s

following:

bottom line.

+ products with higher margins
+ types of content that attract premium rates

They needed to automate the 2-stage process

+ limitations based on the number of

of:

recommendation fields

+ sending content based on customer behavior
and preferences

For instance, if there were several highlyanticipated book releases in certain categories

+ filtering and prioritizing the content based on
commercial realities

scheduled for a given period, LoveReading
wanted to make sure that these categories

Furthermore, LoveReading required the ability

were prioritized.

to seamlessly process large datasets, without
introducing complex management and reporting

They wanted to ensure that the automated,

issues.

highly-personalized emails weren’t overly long,

The final step of the LoveReading
registration process allows
customers to select the genres
they are interested in receiving
email updates about.
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Solution
The solution used Data Tables (relational

preferences, behavioral data, and LoveReading

database tables) to store content for

business priorities to maximize revenue

recommended book categories and category

potential.

prioritization logic. The biweekly newsletter
content was enriched with Dynamic Content

The solution records the number of times

that pulled the appropriate category

specific book category blocks were presented

recommendations for each customer.

to individual customers in each newsletter and
the number of clicks each block generated.

A 2-stage priority process runs during email
deployment, personalizing each customer’s

LoveReading uses this information to report

email with the best combination of customer

back to their partnering publishers and
advertisers.

The Lovereading content delivery process
[ 1 ] Categories chosen by the customer
Literary Fiction (A)

The Real World (D)

History (F)

Poetry (B)

Biography/Autobiography (E)

Short Story Collections (G)

Provocative Prose (C)

[ 2 ] Categories chosen by the business

MONTH

Max content limit is 4 - can be changed for each email

MONTH

MONTH

Provocative Prose (C)

Literary Fiction (A)

Provocative Prose (C)

The Real World (D)

Poetry (B)

Biography/Autobiography(E)

Short Story Collections (G)

Travel (H)

Short Story Collections (G)

[ 1+2 ] Each month our customer receives the following content

MONTH

MONTH

MONTH

Literary Fiction (A)

Literary Fiction (A)

Literary Fiction (A)

Provocative Prose (C)

Poetry (B)

Provocative Prose (C)

The Real World (D)

Provocative Prose (C)

Biography/Autobiography(E)

Short Story Collections (G)

History (F)

Short Story Collections (G)

The above diagram demonstrates the logic behind the dynamic content block (book category) selection.
Each month the customer receives the overlap between what the customer and business choose,
with any remaining categories being displayed based on internal category prioritization.
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37%

Click-through-rate

Higher CTR for messages using
dynamic content vs. static content.
Results

Technology used

We analyzed two groups over a 16-month period
+ messages using dynamic content

dynamic content

+ messages with static content

data tables
segmentation

The average click-through-rate (CTR) was 37%
higher for messages using dynamic content

Dynamic Content is having the capability

vs. static content.

of loading content from external sources,
servers and RSS feeds in various formats

This means recipients were 37% more likely

such as HTML and XML.

to click on the links in messages with book

Content manipulation and conditional logic

categories recommended to them based on

is powered by Microsoft .NET C#, allowing

the combined customer preference and

for almost endless possibilities.

business prioritization logic.
Data Tables are database tables based on

Since signing up, we haven't
looked back. The platform is
easy to use but with powerful
features and I’ve been really
impressed by ExpertSender’s
knowledgeable answers.
They have always been open
in developing their platform
to accommodate our specific
needs.
Peter Crawshaw

Co Founder and Director, LoveReading

the Relational Model and can be used for
storing client data from external systems.
They are useful whenever the stored data has
a complex structure, as is typically the case
with a customer’s purchase history. Storing
this data in Data Tables allows for the use
of even more advanced segmentation.
Advanced segmentation is comprised of
speed, flexibility and dynamic calculation
capabilities. ExpertSender processes segment
definitions in less than a minute and allows
for dynamic segment calculations in real-time.
It's just as easy to use for business users
as it is for seasoned SQL veterans.

Thanks for taking the time to read our
success story. We'd love to talk to you
about your email marketing program
and help your business grow.

Schedule a demo today
expertsender.com/demo
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